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ABSTRACT 
The deplorable moral state of the fourteenth-
century church, attested to. by the ~hurch's fruit-
less attempts to correct existing abuses, demanded 
an interest in reform. Chaucer's attitudes tov1ard 
religious reform \vere undoubt·_edly affected by his 
association with the brilliant Wyclif, an outspoken 
advocate of conservative orthodoxy. In spite of 
" Chaucer's sympathy vri th the Vlyclifi te position, he 
cannot properly be viewed as a Lollard champion or 
a fervent forerunner of the Reformation. On the 
other hand, it is not correct to consider him a 
convictionless, skeptical child of political exped-
iencj-, wl10 merely reported on the co1~:temporury 
{ 
religious scene. Histori~al and literary evidence 
indicates that Chaucer, a sincere conservative, was 
concerned about the corruption of the church and 
unv1ittin5ly contributed to the cause of religious· 
reform vrith his biting irony. 
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-Chapter I 
.'f 
THE FOURTEENTH-CENTURY REFORl·1 ISSUE 
r 
' From the fourteenth century to the present, the admirers 
of Geoffrey Chaucer have held to a remarkably vride range of 
opinions on the nature of his attitude toward religious 
reform. It is a striking tribute to the sheer genius of 
the poet that persons of greatly divergent religious, political, 
and philosophical points of view have mutually drawn support 
for their positions from Chaucer's writings. To reformers, 
as well as to scholars removed by centuries from the Reform-
ation, Chaucer has appeared to be a hot-hearted advocate of· 
sweeping measures to purge the church of his day of the evils 
of the papacy and the abuses of the clergy in general. By 
contrast, there are to b,e found in the school of modern 
Che.ucerian criticism those who have discovered a s}~eptical, 
indifferent Chaucer, who callously but cheerfully recorded 
the passin5 scene about him. If such opposing and ~~treme 
/ 
concepts of a man's religious posture can be reason3bly 
'· justified by their proponents (as is unquestionably the 
case), then i~ would seem only logical to look to a middle 
g:round, a median po int, to determine the man's true position :>. 
in regard to religious reform. It is the purpose of this 
paper to examine these contrasting viewpoints on Chaucer's 
attitude toward the condition of the church in the light of 
(1) th.e de!lland for an interest in reform that was pressed 
/ 
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2 
upon him by the deplorable moral state of the contemporary 
.. . 
chu1~ch and (2) the effect on him of the influence of the 
brilliant anti-papist scholar, Jobn Wyclif, in the develop-
ment of his attitude toward religious reform. On the basis 
>' 
. 
of these considerations 1 t will be demonstre.ted that what . . . 
has been regarded as Chaucer's flair fo~ reform may well have 
been only a religious conservatism. On the other hand, his 
stinging, frequently ,caustic satire, rather tl1a.r1 reflecting 
. ,, 
a detached indiffere~ce to 'Current ecclesias,tical irregular-
1 ties, appears to .. _!)ave been an artistic device wp.ich, though 
me~ely employed by Chaucer to disguise his probing awareness 
of the church's true state, became a potent force for 
\ 
religious reform without conscious design on the poet's 
part • 
• 4. brief s-urvey of existing circumstances in the four-
teenth-century church readily reveals a climate conducive 
.to an interest in reform on the part of an observer, \vi th 
the acuity and insi5ht of Chaucer. It;is not s~rprising \ 
'tha t the evidence 1 s- particularly damn1·ng among those clerical 
-
·offices and institutions from \vhich Cl1aucer dre11 his more ., 
• '' ' ••• ,. 'I!' 
tainted characters. In general the caliber of the entire 
priesthood ~as pitifully low, as ii indicated by the 
complaint reststered in articles presented by the University 
~ 
. 
. . 
. 
. 
of Oxfo1')d t_o !{ing Henry V against the "undisciplined and 
\ 
' 
unlearned .crowd which daily ~ressed· to take sacred orders. 111 
Archbishop Peckham' s well-lrnown consrti tution of 1281 offers 
:..,_ ... 
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a· similar indictment·: "The ignorance of · the priests casts 
. the peopl_e into the ·d1 tch of error; and the f~....J-..V---A..:p..._~-------+--------,--..,.,..------~ 
\ 
learning .of the-clergy, who are bidden to instruct the 
'\ 
\ 
faithf41 in the Catholic faith, sometimes tendeth rather to 
error than soun~ doctrine. "2 Na·turally, the untrained priest-
- • I 
1 ..~ hood fell victim to such vices as greed, ~_elf-seeking, con-
!~ ', 
tempt for authority, the evasion of the discipline of 
priestly vows, and finally~ complete worldliness. 
~ T.he appalling extent of _the failings of .the religious 
\ of Cr1au-cer' s time is hinted at in this cry of an English 
preac9'el\~ "Our stars, that is our clergy, have so fallen from \ . 
b the height of clerical dignity, as from heaven to earth, 
that they have nought but earthly wisdom, loving earth, 
•thinking of earth, speaking of earth •••• Behold among_ 
i 
them, these days, no tonsu~e on the head, no garment of 
religion, no restraint in speech~ no sob~iety in food, po 
modesty ~n gestures, nor~ even continence in deeds. u3. Such 
scathing charges were not reserved ms.rely f9r common parish 
~ 
. 
, . __ ·.,priests, but even the bi shops were fiercely at tacked by "' • • 
,t 
.. 
,, 
. 
theologians such as· Dr. John Bromyard, a pillar-of orihodoxy 
_, 
at both Oxford and Cambridge, who in his Summa Predicantium 
opposed the brutal lustings, --),the fleecing of the poor, 
the flattering of the rich, ·and the demonstrations· of pride 
and greediness among these high churchmen.4 
\ It is· to be expected that the appointees of such un-
-dedicated officials should exceed their superiors in ~heir 
J. " 
• ....... . . . . J 
' 
·(, 
). 
. I 
4 
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u.nsavory activities. Thus, .the appar1tors or summoners, 
~ 
'\. 
· 11. . \ ' 
---~ __ 1ntroduced ___ 1n.to England in the thirteenth __ century, had be-
r 
' t 
. ! 
t 
! 
i 
I 
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• 
I ,J{ --.,, 
come a general problem by the following century. ·Although 
their original function as officials of the various eccles-
iastical courts made them responsible for the serving of j 
summons, the appearing in court of th~ summoned, and the pro-
. ••,\ 
\ er bating, of wills, they had succumbed to the lure of graft to 
I \. 
. / \ 
such an extent by th,e, erf of\ the fourteenth century that they 
were largely· engaged in prey·ing on the people, burdening 
the country clergy, and making false accusations for their 
own profit. So undesirable were the·se court officers that 
in 1377 in Winchester and in 1383 in Hereford, a group 
criminals killed an apparitor. Ecclesiastical records 
of 
·~ ) 
~ 
dating from 1309-1365 mention several cases of summoners 
being removed from office for various irregularities, in-
cluding the makin~ of false accusations of crime.5 
ft''' . 
,_,; That Chaucer was aware of the depth of this problem 
seems evident in his depict ion of the sorry Su::nmoner of the 
. 
C~nterbury Tales, who is rivaled in depravity only by the 
c::: '~ 
"" Pard):,ner, a representative of yet ano.ther notorious group 
) 
of church-related parasites. In spi~e of the fact that the 
pardoners were 11¢ensed by the church to offer the people 
nothing more than indulgences for the satisfaction of·sin 
. I 
.... 
and to ask alms humbly,,these clerics with their false relics 
claimed power to forgive any sin and to f~ee the dead from 
' purgatory or even hell. Pope Boniface IX (1389-1404) made 
'> 
·,, 
.. 
,. 
. r·~ 
\ 
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' 
this scandal the subject of a pontifical letter to the church, 
. 
stating that the pardoners "dispense w1 th a11· eccles1ast~cal 
license, and go ·from village to village, making speeches, 
showing relics, and selling pardon •••• 11 6 ... 
Testimony to the fact that duri~g this period the mount-
ing interest in reform had spread beyond a few vocal zealots 
is offered from records of the church's attempts to expose 
and curb irregularities. In a collection of church decrees, 
Sacrorum conciliorum ••. collectio, Vol. XXVI (1348, 1368, 
1374), th& abuses and deceits of the ·pardoners among simple 
people were deplored e.nd a requirement imposed u1Jon these, 
~en tor authorization from their arc~ish~ps or bishops.7 
A monotonous report of clerical shortcomings is found in a 
random sampling ·of the following visitations: to Norwich 
city, 1333, where ten ~embers of the clergy were accused of 
' 8 
incontinency; to Exeter Ca thedrs.l, 1330, wh~-r~·· ·all types 
' 
of unrebuked irreverence were discovered;9 to the priory 
- ~ 
of Selbourne; 1388, where many ~f- the monks were,~yd to be 
1 ./1 frivolous, e2cpenslvely-dressed sportsmen; O and to H·~reford, 
1397, where among 281 parishes more than 60 rectors, vicars, 
~ and chaplains were denounced as fornicators and adulterers.11 
' 1 ~ 
No less a deterrent to evil than the papal bull was brought 
into play against. the powerful friars in the iBsu.ance of,., 
the Super Ca.thedrum of 1300 and the Dudum of 1311, which were 
designed to correct the abuses of the "limi tours" and to 
z 
r.· 
.. 
\ 
I 
' ' 
I 
·• 
,,JI' 
',,,,,-,,,,, ,•Q 
impose limitations upon them in the hearing of confession,· 
in' preaching, and.in burial of the dead.12 
With the deterioration of their apirttual leadership, 
it would naturally follow that the laity found it difficult 
to display a proper reverence at religious.functions of 
. 
\ .. " 
~' ... , 
6 
various sorts. This led to synodal decrees of the type pro-
. .... 
. 
claimed by Bishop Langham of Ely in 1364, which directed his 
archdeacons and parish clergy to forbid their/parishes to 
\ 
fight \\Ti th banner-poles for precedence at the annual vis-
itation and veneration of mother church. 1~ Perhaps the most. 
blatant offenses of this nature occurred at the religious 
--
pilgrimages, one of which Chaucer aptly chose a's a vehicle 
~ 
fbr·portraying his sometimes unsavory characters on the 
Canterbury journey" Just seventeen years before Chaucer's·. 
pilgrimage, when the bishop of tendon w2s asked to bless a 
band or· pllgri1ns~ he felt ·cons.trained to warn them that the 
"promised Plenary Indulgence would be u.seless to ·them unless 
they went in a more reverent spirit. 1114 . The vivid descrip-
0 
tion of an actual Canterbury pilgrimage, given by the Lollard 
Thorpe just ten years after Chaucer's account, lends emphasis 
to the need for improvement in the conduct of the partic-
ipants: 
.~· 
Such fond people waste blamefully God's 
goods on their vain pilgrimages, spending their 
goods u1Jon vicious hostelries, which are oft · 
unclean vromen. of. their bocties •.. they will ordaine 
.with th~m before, to have with them both men and 
women that can well sing wanton songes, and some 
.., 
) 
.. 
' 
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/ 
J 
other pilgrimes will have with them bagge pipes; 
so- th2.t everie to"ime that they come through, 
what with the noise of their singing, and with 
the sound of their piping, and with the jangling 
of their Canterburie bels, and with the barking 
out of dogges after them, that they make more 
., 
noise, than if the king came there away, wf~h all~ 
his clarions, and many other minstrels •••• 
,.,, 
With the national religious life in England so hope-
lessly honey-combed with wholesale ~orruption, 1 t would,. appear 
that external assistance might be forth-coming from the head 
of the church in Rome; however the papacy was able to offer· 
only a pathetic object lesson in the universal need for 
religious reform by falling victim ta> the Great Schism of 
1378. Thus, as if to further bewilder the devout, emerged 
the unsettling pi~ture of the two rival popes, Urban VI and 
Clement VII, hurling their anathemas at each other across 
the Alps. To recognize one of the popes was to be ex-
/ 
communicated by the other.~ The height of this absurdity was 
reached in 1382 when the militant young Bishop of Norwich 
organized a crusade against France, offering religious 
dispensations to all who would give contributions. Pope 
.. _ 
Urban hear·t11y supported the venture with ·h:ts granting of 
......... 
liberal indulgences to volunteers who_would engage in the 
J 
' crusade against Clement's followers 
and seizing their towns.16 
\ 
I 
in Europe by pillaging 
) 
~- ,,._,./ 
Since Chaucer was at this very time enjoying.one of~ 
,serie,s of poti ti cal appointments 1n England, the decidedly 
political character of the papa·1 controversy would .certainly 
7-
. i 
I 
I 
I 
.. 8 
I 
- - , 
-
- - --- - - -- -have cau~ed his attention to be focus~d on this aspect of the~ 
.. 
·reli~ious dilemma of the century. , This was the era in which 
Engl'and 's spirit of nationalism was finding expression in 
her .relations with the papacy. 'v/hen in 1309 the· seat of the 
papacy had been moved to Avignon a,nd the pope had become 
the creature of the French king, English hatred of France 
had resulted in a decided b~each in her loyalty to -the 
) 
papacy. The weakness of the popes during the ''Babylonian 
captivity" at Avignon pe_rmi tted the papal courts to become 
centers of luxury and vice. To support such an expensive 
~cale of living, the church found 1 t necessary to sell l1er 
i preferments. In England the church owned more thaft on~ third 
of the ·land of the realm and received in dues and offerings 
.an income amounting to t,11ce the size of the king's revenue. 
... 
. ~ 
Wnen Frenchmen and Italians were preferred to the ,hchest 
).l.vings in England, only to spend their inco.,mes abroad, 
\ 
~flG.i_i sh national pride was stung. The sting developed into 
d~ep injury when the French pope, the last court of appeals 
in: canon law, set Etside. decisions o:f the English courts. ,, 
Consequently, in 1351 the Statute of Provisors was passe~, 
• ... . 1.-. ending the French and Italian preferments, and in 1353 came 
the Sta~ute of Praemurti~e, which abrogated the veto of the 
pope. 17 Althctugh the b;,;is of· this agitation was political, 
the religious authority of the church was considerably 
_, 
shaken Jin England even before the nearly crushingJ'ql.ow of 
~Ii J 
._.tJJ' the Great Schism. ~ 
/'' . , . . 
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To complete the.picture of the demoralization of the 
church stands the considerable bulk of condemnatory test-
' imony in contemporary literature. The decadence of the church 
., 
is indicated by the abundance and variety of popular 
criticism; her impotence is obvious from the fact that her 
critics, though loud~ seem fearless of reprisal.- Surely 
no attack on the sins of t~e clergy is bolder than that of 
. ! ;1 ' ~ 
. Chaucer 1n his unflattering presentations of the worldly Monk, 
the blackmailing Summoner, the grasping Fr J. ar, o.r the fra 1.1d-
ulent Pardoner of the Cant·erbury Tales. In addition, much 
of the Chaucerian apocrypha, employed so vigorously by 
·sixteenth-century reformers ( see page 25, below), deals with 
.. 
the frailties of churchmen: Jack Upland is a bitter prose 
satire on friars, Pilgrim'~ Tale is a diatribe against the 
Church of Rome, ,and the Plowman's Tale amounts to a vicious # 
Lollard attack on the Catholic clergy in general.18 The 
~· 
.# 
Roman de la Rose by Jean de Meun abounds in passages· 
satirizing the foibles of friars and other religious. 
. ,\,. 
Langland expresses a · strong ho ~1 ty toward friars by 
\ .. 
picturing one as a Doctor of Di v1n1 ty, who after preaching · 
.. 
:~ 
on continence, makes his way through a,,rowd of pilgrims 
and beggars to sit at the chief table and "astonish everyone 
by his trencher-work."19 Nearly one-third of Gower's Vox 
._ 
Clamantis is devoted to invectives.against the church. His 
-, 
... 
, 
theme • 1S that the times are out of joint; the clergy are 
1gnorant and immoral; and p~elates do not correct ·them 
\ 
'l 
"I •II' 
' f 
" 
. ,, 
) ~ /-- \., I 
,~· 
.. .. .· J 
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10 
be~ause they are ·no better themselve~. He observes that 
m~nks are frequently· uncha.sje; nuns are somet1mesc> .. deba·uched 
/ / 
·by ,official visitors; and friars meriace,the purity of family 
0 C) 
life.20 In._h1s\Miro1r de l'omme Gower reflects something 
~,., ) 
. 
of the popular f~eling against hypocritical clerics in such 
....... /
lines as these/from "A Fi sh Out of Water":< ( 
', 
That monk is not a good cloisterer 
'Who is made keeper or seneschal 
Of some~ office which is outside ••• 
Such a k·eeper,. to speak truth, 
\ 
.\ 
The cloister had better drive out than keep, 
Sine he takes from others their profit. 
Th~ poeiµ "A Gr~y Friar" from the same work evinces a bi t-1:ng: 
sarcasm: 
Oh, how the friar behaves himself 
'When he comes to the house of a poor man! 
Oh, well he knows how to preachJ . 
Though t·he woman has little or nothing, 
No less for that does he refrain 
From claiming, praying, adjuring; 
The halfpenny he takes if there's no penny, 
Even the only egg the~e 1~1for supper-He· has to have something. 
John of Reading, even more incensed·, states in his Chronica 
of 1354 that the entire ·order of Mendicants ought to be 
'I 
\,.._ ............. 
burned for heresy. In addition to the literature of verifiable ~ 
authorship, a'large body of folklore of German, Italian, 
French, and English origin echoes the same damning theme of 
c9rrµption in spiritual high places. 
Evid~nce that the theme~was not a mere sensational, 
at~ention-catching device employed by the 11 t·erature of the 
times may be indicated by the fact that John Wyclif, the 
\ 
:I' ( • 
'· 
... ,_ 
,r 
,. 
,,, 
,. 
f. 
11 
., 
·eminent Oxford scholar, could press the most devastating. 
of attacks against the church with relatively little. 
- opposition. He freely referred to the pope in rather un-
,,> 
complimentary terms ranging from "a simple idiot" to "the 
···-· 
· 22 head vicar of the fiend." His opposition to many 
dogmas and'trad1tions of the church was just as severe as 
his scathing denunciation of members of the clergy. Yet, 
for all these indications of radicalism he is properly 
·-% 
considered a conservative on the contemporary religious 
'· 
scene in his relentless drive toward a return to the pris-
tine purity of the early church. It is in this light that 
his tremendous influence upo~ Chaucer must be e~aluated; 
for it was he, more than any other single being or force, 
who aroused the interest of the poet in the reform issue 
and lured him toward a conservative position in matters 
e c·c1e .. si as ti cal. 
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Chapter II . 
WYCLIF AND HIS INFLUENCE ON CHAUCER .i 
In spite of the fact that Wyclif was e~communicated fQr 
heresy before his death of apoplexy in 13.84 and that the 
Council of Constance in 1415 decreed that his remains be dis-
interred for burning, the basis of his appeal for reform was 
not the introduction of novel religious concepts, but rather 
' J 
the condemnation of the sins of the priesthood and the revival 
of neglected teachings and practices of the church. out-
spoken to an astonishing degree, he made a tremendous impact 
on the minds of sincere intellectuals like Chaucer by his 
insistence upon a strict orthodoxy drawn from Biblical pre-
cepts. Since the term "heretic" app_ears to hsve been all-
inclusive in \vyclif's day, it is difficult to judge the 
' degree of his variance with the views of the church in the 
vague light of a fourte1enth-century papal ban. Even among 
mo.dern-day scholars who view Wycl1f as a heretic, it must 
/J be conceded that his opinions were agreeable to good churchmen 
· in the fold.l Many of Wyclif's friends at Oxford were con-
~ =-~.· '"" . -· 
'-..,.,-1 
. vinced that he was a 'completely orthodox theologian, as is 
evidenced by the lament ex~ressed by the group twenty years 
after his death: "God defend that our prelates should have 
condemned so goo.d a man for a heretic. u2 Wi tlt the common 
people as w~ll, the Oxflord scholar and his ardent followers, 
- the· Lollards, found favor to such a degree that fourteenth-
.. 
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century chroniclers were provoked to state: "In those days 
that sect was held in the greatest honour and multiplied so 
that you could scarce meet two men by the way wherof one 
was not a disciple of Wycliffe.;" and London citizens were 
. \1 
spoken of as "unbelieving towards God andl' the tradi tionp of 
13 
their fathers, supporters of the Lolle.rds. "3 Such popularity 
h~rdly would have 1been afforded a wild-eyed heretic. 
Wyclif's rejection of the doctrine~of trans~bstantiation, " 
.,_ 
cori~ider~d by the church as his most daring heresy, serves to 
. illustrate his conservatiie position. In the first plac~, the 
doctrine had not been incorporated into the dogma of the 
JRoman church until. the Fourth Lateran· Council of 1215. The 
opposition of \vyclif is aptly depicted by the histor·1an 
/ 
Burrows: "He carries the war·into the enemies' country. They 
are the heretics, he-the orthodox. He is the follower of 
f:'A-
Jerome, Ambrose, August~ne and other Saints of Scripture, 
... 
i ' of revell\\t,ion, and of reason.... His attack on the dogma of\ 
transubstanti,3.tion was one so concentrated, t:ind delivered 
from so many sides, that the scholastic conception was shaken 
to 1 ts very foundation. ,,4 To question the ability· of immoral 
. \ 
priests to perform miracles at the Eucharist or ·even h~ar 
confessions acceptaCly hardly indicates a departure f~m the 
faith. Neither can Wyclif be brought into serious question 
for defying the authority of the pope to excommunicate in 
view of the lamentable struggle for power betwee~ Clement 
• • 
·" and Urban. Perhaps more than anyt·hing else, it ·was the attempt di 
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to take action on reform matters ~stead of merely debating 
·---~---~,~ 
.1 
them, that brought upon Wycl1f '-s head the curse of the church 
,., .. ........_,_. 
and the approbat~on of the people. ... 
~-
-""-It is to be expected that efforts to discredit Wyclif 
would extend toward the band of nobles known as the Lollard 
Knights, who were among his-staunch suppor~ers. In con-
tradiction to monkish chronicler·s who referred to these 
. 
men as the type who took the Holy Sacrament home to eat 
with oysters, s~ands the fact that devout Christians named 
them as executors of their wills; the Duchess of York 
naming Clifford and Stury, and Sir Guichard d 1 Angle appoint-
ing Clifford, Neville, and Clanvowe. - Furthermore, Sir Lewis 
Clifford was sent by the king as an ambassador to Paris in 
1391 to persuade Charles VI to abandon a projected ex-
pedition against Boniface IX. Such a ticklish mission 
would hardly hsve been ent~usted to a h~ic. Nothing 
unorthodox appears in the life of Sir Rich~rd Stury in /'~-his long-time connec~ions with the court, which were often 
in the form of diplomati-c missions. Sir J0hn Cheyne 
accompanied his king on an expedition to Ireland in 1394 
" 
after having been sent to Rome regar-0.ing a new statute 
of 1390. 
Although prior to >o/clif's death the activities of 
his followers do not reflect on his orthodoxy, it must/ be 
admitted th~t the later excesses of the Lollards of 1395 
•, 
might have appalled him. By this time priests, peasants, 
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l(n.ights, and social out_laws shared "the name of the sect. 
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It was during this year that the actiy·-~>:ties of the Lollard 
15 
Knights reached a climax when Clifford, Stury, and others 
tacked the famous Lollard Co~clusions to the door of St. 
Paul's Cathedral. The Conclusions called· for a radical pro-
gram of religious and social reform condemnlllg w1r, capital 
punishment, religious im~ges, chur·ch endowm:-e"nts,~-~-pilgrimae;es, 
r·, 
'* and the celibacy of the clergy. At the urgent insistence of 
Klng Richard-the Conclusions were retracted. The sincerity of 
the repentance of the miscreants is obvious from a portion 
r--
of Clifford's tragic will of·l404: " •.• I most unworthi and 
Gaddis t~aytor, recommaunde .•• my wrechid carcass to be 
l(.) 
buried in the ferthest corner of the chircheyard •••• n5 
. Yet regardless of the radical conduct of later Lollardy, it 
If 
would be unjust to pass judgment on Wyclif or on Chaucer's 
. ( 
, 
relationship to 1 him except in the light of the events that 
-
transpired during the Oxford scholar's lifespan. 
Not only would Chaucer have been drawn toward Wyclif's 
views because of the latter's respectable conservatism, 
,, 
but other more tµngible b9nds existed between the two men. 
There w2s, for instance, the fact that John of Gaunt was 
patron to both the -poet and the, reformer. Gaunt was the 
foremost prince of Engla.nd of the day, who, except f.or 
very short intervals, practica·lly governed England for 
thirteen years. · Undoubtedly, his motives in forming an 
alliance with Wyclif ~iere selfishly political, yet the two 
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"ft. 
~ombined .to form a powerful offensive against e·cclesiastical 
i '. 
\'); 
shortcomings and papal tyranny. Until Gaunt turned against ,,. 
Wyclif because of ~the latter's views on transubstantiation, 
~- ...... ,_ .. _,.,.....,__,_.;:-••---....,, there 1 s every indi8cation that a religious a~d poll ti cal J' 
' 
rapport e4isted among these two notables and Chaucer. 
" It is difficult to trace Chaucer's reaction to the ,. 
split between Gaunt and Wyclif, but prior to its ocqurrence 
the pursuits of the three men would have been conjoined to 
a conside:rable degree by the t·remendous strugr3le for suprem-
acy between the state and the church. Richard II, with the 
support of Ga9and other.powerful Englishmen, stood in ,,.,., 
firm opposition to the simony and other widespread abuses 
among the foreign element in control of the English church. 
' Since Wyclif's views were in accord with the prospect of 
the English state and church being freed from Rome's monetary 
f 
. grabs, Richard turned on occasion to the respected scholar 
to phrase the retort to demands from the pope at Rome for 
funds. Thus, Wyclif's outspoken opposition to the church's 
collection of tithes appe3rs to have been motivated by 
practical political considerations, as well as by religibus 
conviction. 'While it is true that Wyclif favored the control 
of the churcl1 by the state, he clearly indica·ted his greater 
' 
·! • devotion to 1n·ternal church reform by persisting in his 
' perilous course of opposition to the wrongdoings of the 
clergy even after he had lost the support of the nobles 
p 
'-. follo,ilng the Peasants' Rev,o-lffi As the reformer contiinued 
• .
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h1s work among the .poorer classes of people by issuing tra~ts 
in the oommon vernacular and translating the Bible into 
English, it seems conceivable that Chauc~r was demonstrating 
his unwavering approval of Wycl}f's effort$ in giving a 
~ 
laudatory description of ·a peasant, the Plowman, in the 
General Prologu~ of the Canterbury Tales (A. 529-541). 6 
' 
_£mother strong link between Chaucer and Wyclif was 
forged by the poet's close friendship with nearly all of the 
Lollard Knights, who formed the hard core of the Wyclifite 
movement (see page 14, above). Sir Richard Stury had served 
with Chaucer on a diplomatic mission to.France in the days 
of Edward III. Sir Lewis Clifford was on such intimate 
terms \vi th Chaucer that it has been suggested that Lewis 
Chaucer was named for him. 7 It was Clifford who had been 
sent by Joan, the Princess of Wales, to the Lambeth Council 
with orders that Wyclif was not to be harmed during his 
trial for heresy. In addition to Stury and Clifford, the 
long list of the ~ights who were known to be close to 
Chaucer includes Thomas Latimer, John Trussel, John Pecke, 
'· - :6' 
Reginal Hilton, William.-, Neville,· John Clanvov1e, and John 
Montague. Chaucer may well be expressing his regard for 
these Lollard nobles by flattering them in his idealized 
~ ~ 
portrait of the.Knight in the General Prologue, who fights 
only for the faith and never against other Christians 
. 
(as would\_befit a Lollard Knight). Of cours~, the Knight 
of the Prologue would probably not be a. disciple of \vyclif, 
' 
. ,' / 
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since he had been on a cr'3,,Sade and was going on a pilgrimage, 
both of which were fro,vned en by Lollards. Yet Chaucer 
. 
,Ii here. is definitely sho,~ring a degree of sympathy with vlyclif's 
sect in giving favorable treatment to a group identified-
popularly with the movement. 
~1oreover, a number of similar bi ts of evidence of the 
' poet's congenial attitude to,vard Lollc\rdy appear in his 
writings and substantiate the existence of a traceable tie 
be·tv1een him and Wyclif. It is in Chaucer's ~Jortrai t of the 
good Parson of t0e Canterbury Tales that most of these bits 
of evidence eppear. For example, in two instances in the· 
J:.~an of Lavr's Epilogue (B. 1173, 1177) the Parson seems to 
accept being cal led a "Lollere" without pr-ot·esting even tl1ough 
,,. 
.. • 
the Shipman infers that his gospel, as th2.t of a L.ollard, is 
( 
. I"") 0 ) not pure B. 110·2-ll<_,3 • Then there are several instances 
in vrhich the Parson holds to a point of viev1 1·rhich is par-
ticularly cl1arrrcteri stic of the Loll~:r~0 si tion, as in his 
• 
r~bu~in3 of the Host for swearing 
/ 
offense to the puritan Lolla.rds. 
(B1 • 1170-1171), a . . grievous 
In the matter of his being 
loath to curse for tithes (A. 4:6) he is in harmony with 
vfyclif 's complaining th:_·.t the cl1ur·ch cursed L:en fo:r their 
failure to ti the but allowed. other sins to 30 1..mpuni shed. 
I 
\ . 
. , The condemnation of absenteeism in the listing of the Parson's 
virt,)es (it. 507-512) is in accord with Loll.-_·_r·cl tec·.ching. 
-His refusal to condemn the poor while excusing the rich 
' '· ·\ 
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{A. 521-523) follows a distinctively Lollard practice. The 
', 
statement· made of the Parson, "But Cristes loore and his 
apostles twelve/ He ta~ughte ••• " (A. 527-528),has a Wyclifite 
-flavor inasmuch as vfyclif and his followers empht1sized the 
phras\, "Crist and hls apostles." Also, lt was character-
istic of Wyclif to insist o~ the authority of the Bible, 
and es9ecially the gospels, as opposed- to the church fathers, 
councils, canon~sts, etc. It 1~ noteworthy in observing 
11 
I 
;, 
these indications of a harmony in religious ideals between 
/..,.. 
Chaucer and Wyclif that Chaucer never lends support to the 
reformer's attack on the Eucharist or to other of the most 
distinguishing beliefs of ti,ie Lollards. 1 Thus, a reasonable 
\ assumption in .regard to Cha-µcer-'s interest in \·Yyclifite 
) - . 
teachings would be that it·was the element of reform and the 
practical approach to religion to 'be found in Lollardy that 
appealed to Chaucer rather" than 1 ts tendencies to\·:ard wh_at 
the church considered to be· heretical. Undoubtedly, Chaucer's 
- ' 
attitudes toward religious reform were affe.ct2d to a great 
' ' 
degree by his direct and indirect association -~:11 tn . ./ Wyclif 
,' 
-~ 
. . ...... . .. · .• 
and Lollardy, yet this is not to label him-as an avowed 
I ,.. . 
Wyclifi te or even a. religious radical. He n1ust be credited ·· 
with possessing discrimi_nation in his acceptawnce of ~yc1\if 
' r ' 
-- ( 
and what he stood for. Since there persl~ted for ndarly ' 
five centuries after his dee.t~an image of Chauce~ as a 
zealous reform leader, even to the extent of his being 
·-' JI 
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viewed as a de.d)cated Loll·ard disciple, a· consideration 
of the evidence that has been drawn upon in support of this 
;:, 
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... 
concept would appear, to be necessary to a co':rrect evaluation 
of his contribution to the refo-rm movement. 
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·THE VIEW OF CHAUCER AS A RADICAL REFORMER 
Among commentators who ha.ve held to the theory that 
Chaucer ·was a religious radical, none have been more insistent 
~ban those who have seen him as a full-fledged Lollard. 
Although various critics have taken Chaucer's Parson to be a 
disciple of Wyclif, no other has attempted to transfer the 
stamp of Lollard identity to the poet himself with the resolute-
ness of Simon, whose essay depicts Chaucer as a ,fyclifite. 1 
Simon uses as his basis for placing a Lollard label on Chaucer 
the conviction that the Parson, sympathetically portrayed oy 
~ 
the poet, is a good disciple of \vyclif, Judging from the 
~-des c r 1 pt ions of him in a number of passages from the Canterbury 
Tales. For example, mention in the General Prclogue of the 
fact that the Parson took his doctrine frorn tl1e gospel (A. 481, 
498, 527) is taken as a parallel to the fact that the· foundation 
of Wyclifite doctrines and sermons was nothing other than the 
gospel, 1:1hereas the orthodox clergy of Chaucer's day frequently 
amused their hearers with fables, romances, and jests. The 
Q 
comparison is extended in that the Parson, who lived a holy 
life (A. 479, 505), carried a staff in his hand (A. 495) in 
.,, .. 
conformity to the prevailing Lollard practice of accentuating 
holy living witn an austerity that involved the wearing of 
' 
, .. 
' ~ plain apparel and traveling barefooted with staff in hand. 
'-~ Later, during the pilgrimage the Host makes two references 
·~. 
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., 
to the Parson. as a "Lollere 11 ( see page 18, Etbove). The Parson's 
very failure to resist being branded a heretic is' assumed to 
be evidence of his Lollard aff~liation. It is even suggested 
that Chaucer becomes a Wyclifi te champion in ,~1~1 ting the Canter-
bury Tales with the intention of holding.up pilgrimages to 
ridicule and contempt. As he exhibits the loose, sinful 
practices of the travelers, he is said to be sharing the 
scorn of the Lollc1rds for such excursions. Simon finally 
points out that the oniy section of the P2r2on's Tale in which 
Cl1e~ucer remains true to the creed of Rome is t~e.t part of the 
Parson's sermon which advocates 2uricular confescion. Then, in 
order to cen2ent Chaucer to Lollardy forever, Simon painstakingly 
expends the final tvfo thirds of his lengthy. essay 2 :Ln an attempt 
. 
to prove thElt this pro-Romish portion of t!~e sermon v1as in-
serted after Cl1aucer' s com,letion of the tale. It is the 
very 11eakness o.nd desper[lte \·1ordiness of this conclud-ing 
section of his nrticle that tends to undermine the argument 
< 
that Chaucer 1r·ras a confirmed Lolls rd. 1dhile~ 1 t 1 s true 
th2t through the Parson Chaucer is showing a degree of sym-
patl-iy ivith Loll~rdy (see p2ges 1,3-19, o.bove), the complete 
absence from his sermon of any teaching tha.t could \ave 
been consider~d unorthodox by the church virtu2lly eliminates 
' . . 
,,. the possibility of a Lollard having preached it. i\s ha.~ 
· been pointed out by Manly3 and others, there were many 
pious, even puritanicil orthodox priests in England at this 
time v1ho mie;ht have f11rnished the essential tr2.its of the 
.;:,.· 
- " 
.... 
( 
\. 
' ' '· . '_ ~ ... • .. 
/" .'' 'i'. 
Parson. Furthermore, the uny1e~d1ng stand of the Lollards 
against pilgrimages would have precluded one of their priests 
from being a Canterbury traveler in the first place. 
Yet another approach to the question of Chau~r's 
.I 
, 
· attachment to Lollardy identifies the Parson as none other 
4 than Wyclif, himself. The identification begins with the 
line which introduces the Parson in the General Prologue: 
"A good man was ther of religioun" (A. 477). Since the term 
"man of· religion" was nor'mally applied only to members of 
regular orders, the· Parson, who was obviously a secular 
priest, must belong to the Lollard priesthood, which claimed 
to be the only true religious order. Personal similarities 
between the Parson and Wyclif include the facts that the 
Parson 1s a learned man, he is related to,a ploughman, and 
he has often been subjected to adversity (A. 480, 529, 484). 
As to the Wyclifite character of the preaching of the Parson~ 
the commentator, Miss Ives, contends that his treatment of 
the Seven Deadly/Sins was in accord with Lollard practice. 
i 
'1 She is in agreement with Simon's observations on the sermon 
c: ,<~. ) 
up to the matt~r of auricular confessions.· Jere she points 
out that Wyclif, instead of opposing the practice, actually 
\ 
encouraged confession under proper circumstances in stating: 
"Confession maad to trewe prestis and witty in Gaddis lawe, 
do mpche good to synful men. 115 Ho:wever, in sp1 te of this 
v/ 
attempted linking of the Parson with Wycl1f, Chaucer is not 
depicted as a· devout Lollard disciple, but rather as a 
/ 
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-.. 
sympathetic defender of Wyclif, writing under the protection l 
• 
of John of Gaunt. Thus, Chaucer becomes a Lollard champi~n, 
not throug~ ~ersonal dedication to the cause, bu\by virtue 
' of the fact that he is in a position to s~fely abet a mutual 
friend of Gaunt's. 
/ 
Perhaps the strongest argument for annexing Chauc~r 
,. to the ranks of religious reformers is evidence that in the 
_:... J'et-· 
sixteenth century he was ~rimarily regarded as a .reformer: 
a moralist who by satire···· exposed and rebuked the vices and 
foll1es of the day._ In fact, his work was considered to 
be such a harsh indictment of the church that, according to 
the report of the ~antiquary Thynne, ·the writings of ·Chaucer 
came near to being prohibited in an open parliament ·but, 
fortunately, were counted to be fables.6 Reformers-of this 
0 era of religious revolt saw in Chaucer a kind of forerunner 
who shared their opinions with regard to Rome, as evtdenced 
·' 
' by his keen satirical exposure of the religious orders of 
his time. Foxe, in the second edit~on of his Book of r~,1rtyrs, 
marveled that the bishops of England had allowed Chaucer 
to be read, viewing his work to be "jests and toys," while 
~,fl 
( }}1 the time the poet was upholding the ends of true religion 
as a right Wyclifi te. 7 Foxe added that he even knew of ·some 
who had been brought to the true religion; b.Y these works. 
( 
I 
This apprai~al of Chaucer's worth as a religionist was attested 
\ . 
t~ by Leland, the poet's first biographer, who ·wrote in ~he 
early part of the sixteenth cen.tury that Chaucer "left the 
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---
University a devout theologian, 118 a statement accepted as 
fact by other wri·ters well into the followipg century. There-
fore, in a critical period o·f religiou~ upheaval, an image 
of Chaucer emerges which 1 s adm·irably adaptable _to the needs 
. ' :..• ... 
···~ 
of those zealous advocates of purity in the church, the re-
formers. 
That the men of the Reformation may have been justified 
: 
to a degree in claiming Chaucer as a pfecursor is supported 
by Lounsbury, who observes: "Perhaps in a sense they them-r 
selves little understood, the Reformers of the sixteenth 
century did have a right to reckon Chaucer among their fore-
runners, though the method he pursued·was as little like 
that of Wycliffe as his spirit vlas like their own. rr9 Obvi-
ously, .. the importance of the image of Chaucer as a zealous 
reform advocate d·erives from the fa.ct that those who formed 
it w.ere four centuries closer to the man than present-day 
., 
observers. Yet this imi)ortance is considerably minimized 
by the fact that support for the claim of the reformers 
upon Chaucer was based not only upon the theological impli-· I 
cations of his works and the effectiveness ·or his satire 
of the questionable clerics· of the Canterbury Tales, but 
) 
also on the premise (now proven false) ·that he was the author 
of sucl1 denunciations of the Roman church as Jacl{ Upland, 
Pilgrim's !~le, and tJ_owman's fale (see page 9, above). 
t.. 
The waning of the sixteenth century and the advent 
_ ...... ' ' 1 ~---~,,... 
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f 
of the Elizpbethan Period brought little change in the 
popular concept of Chaucer. He was considered to be a pur-
veyor of wisdom, a teacher of_good morality. Ministers and 
moralists of the era repeatedly pointed their lessons with 
ep1s.odes and wise sayings· -of the po_et. In addition, Protest-
,. 
ants found 1n his satire of priests and clerics authoritative · 
support for their own attacks on papists. Once again, 
maximum use was made of the spurious Plovnnan 's Tale, an 
edition of which appeared in 1606 with the title : The Plo:ugh-
,.· 
man's 1ale. Shewing 2!_ the doct~ine and lives 9f the Romish 
l"·"' 
I 
·' Clergi~., that the fope 1.§. Antichrist, and they his I1inisters. 
Written 2Z_ Sir Geffrey [si~ Chaucer, Knigh~ •••• 10 Little 
wonder that in the Elizabethan mind Chaucer stood as a sage 
and prophet w,hose keen eye had foreseen the evils of the 
papacy. 
It remained for scholars of the seventeenth century 
to lay an even stronger claim upon Chaucer as a critic of 
the Catholic Church. In seeking historical precedents and 
texts to fortify the position of the Church of England, 
historians .of the Church turned to Chaucer for evidence that 
Protestantism had e~isted in England prior to the Reform-
ation. By virtue of his supposed acceptance of .wyclif.1 te 
prin9ipl~s and his onslaughts against Catholicism ·1n such 
• 
. 
works as the Plowman's Tale and Jack Upland ( at this time \ 
still er:roneotisly attributed to Chaucer), Low Church Anglican 
writers tended to consider the poet as an early Englishf 
• 
,•· .. 
' . 
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representative of the true Protestc.nt Church. Such advocates 
,, 
of the faith as Antony Cade, Samuel B1rckbec, and William 
~------'-".·:-:-... :· ··"~-··~-·-· .. ·-w1nstanley maintained that Chauc·er 's views approximated 
those held by the Reformed Church of England. Cade, on the 
strength of the Plowman's Tale, reckoned Chaucer among the 
medieval predecessors of the true Church in that he had 
\ 
attacked specifically the idleness, the pride, and the greed 
of the corrupt clergy of his day. Birckbec in similar vein \ 
added, "Throughout his works, in his description of the 
Friar, the summoner, the Pardoner, and Jack Upla.nd, Chaucer's 
) objections to the worshipping of relics, insistence upon 
salva.tion by works and selling of pardons and indulgences 
1:-<· 
'l' ' , ~' 
were clearly those of the present Church of England ••.• nll 
In turn the eminent churchmen Thomas Fuller and Gilbert 
Burnet rose to the defense of the reputation of John Foxe 
as a historian in order to ·validate the seventeenth-century 
editions of his Acts and·Monuments. These volumes provided 
a re,:J.dy source of insinuations to the. effect that Chaucer 
in his defense of Lollard doctrine had not failed to point 
out the ipope with his prelates to be Antichrist. To com-
plete the picture of Chaucer, the pre-Reformation Protestant, 
the scholars of this age insisted that the doctrine of 
supremacy of state OV&'~ church was preached by Wyclif, 
accepted and advocated by Chaucer, and maintained throughout 
t 1 h the ages· as the estab ished doctrine of the Churc • 
..... 
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Chaucer's reputation continued to rest in part on 
spurious, anti-clerical works throughout the epsuing Romantic 
.. 
Period. By this time the Testament of Love, part of the r' 
- --
\ 
l Chaucer apocrypha of more than sixty pieces, had become the 
most powerful formative influence on the biography of Chaucer. 
On the basis of this and other spurious works, cited above, 
William Godwiri in 1803 brought out his Life of Chaucer, which 
did more to propagate the Chaucer legend than any other work 
of the Romantic Period. With only a smattering of fact 
) 
from the Testament of Love, Godwin was able to depict the 
--------
poet as a dedicated political and religious reformer who 
suffered imprisonment and brief exile for the causes he 
had espoused. Since Godwin was c~nvinced that Wyclif was 
an intimate friend of Chaucer's, it is not surprising that 
-Robert Southey sl1ould believe that Chauce·r studied at Oxford 
under Wyclif, and that in later years he was exiled and 
imprisoned·for his Lollard association. It follo1is that 
Isaac _d' Israeli should conceive of Chaucer as being bound 
up "with the novel doctrines of his friend, Dr. \'vickliffe, 
by a congenial spirit," and that Leigh Hunt should state 
of the poet that he "took pleasure indexposing the abuses 
of the chu1~ch. "12 By almost unanimous consent the Romantics 
held Chaucer to be a remote cause of the ·Refo~matlon in 
England, a~ ins~rument for bringing the Ro.mish hierarchy 
.. .''\, 
' 
into contempt and k·eep~ng alive the spirit of the \vyclifi tes. 
Although the Canterbur. Tales were occasionally cited a~ 
' 
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support for this contention, in general, as ~as the case 
with reformists and writers of the t.wo preceding centuries, 
Chaucer's much-admired attacks on the weak and corrupt 
branches of ecclesiastical government were drawn largely 
"' 
from works ·not of his authorship. -
It was not until the latter half of the nineteenth 
century that editions of the poet's works began to appear 
which were relatively free of the spurious. '-& At last an un-
29 
colored evaluation could be ma~e of Chaucer, the man, in the 
light of the language of Chaucer, the artist. Slowly, the 
pendulum of Chaucerian criticism began an inevitable swing 
away from the concept of the poet as a dedicated religio~s 
~ealot. By the twentieth century a new image of Chaucer 
was coming into focus.: an image now tinted with skepticism 
instead of zeal, now shaded with a courtly indifference 
to moral issues instead of a sensitive consciousness of 
the evils of his day . 
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. Chapter IV 
THE VIEW OF CHAUCER AS A SKEPTICAL, OBJ~CTIVE REPORTER 
Understandably, numerous variations of opinion exist 
among writers who hold to the more recent concept of a 
skeptical Chaucer, lacking in moral force, even as among 
those who consider1 him to be al reform leader •. A fe\·r typical 
samplings from this newer schooi of thought will provide 
definition of the c6hcept and offer· a basis for considering 
its validity. Noteworthy among modern-day scholars is Dom 
David Knowles, who ventures some observations on Chaucer's 
motiv.~_tion in his impressive history, The Religious OrderE in 
England. 1 Knowles compares Chaucer's writing with that of 
Langland and Wyclif and concludes that Chaucer seems to have 
a moderate tone. The explanation is offered that Chaucer is 
a man of the world, a court poet tolerant by nuture, an ex-
ample of the conventional orthodox party which ge.ined_ in-
,1 
fluence durir;.g the latter part of the reign of Ricl-10.rd II. 
Hence, Chaucer is able to laugh at the failings of the clergy 
without indignation or repulsion, simply making his peace 
with God in later years. This absence of moral indignation, 
1 t is felt, merely gives a keener edge t,0 his so. tire against 
religious preten,se. The author views Chaucer's Gle1~k· and 
Parson as· ''the purest of their kind, ~vllile the lv:onlr and Friar 
embody all the self-indulgence and versatile hypocrisy of F 
their respect~~;, classes. 11 2 The Monk.ls further descrlb~ () 
,, 
(> 
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as well-bred, capable, worldly, ~nd able to dismiss the Rule 
• 
as a code of the Dark Ages. The Friar becomes-an enticer 
of penitents who can extract money and gifts from widows 
and the sick. Yet, in spite of these admissions of the 1n-
c1 si veness · of Chaucer's chara .. cter delipeations, the historian 
states of the poet that he "unlike his two contemporaries 
[Langland an9" Wycli~ , was conscious of no mission or desire 
to refo-rm -society, u but instead his testimony might be re-
.. 
garded (if isolated) as an attention-catching exaggeration. 
While maintaining his insistence upon Chaucer's lack of moral 
indignation, I(nowles makes this concession: "The close agree-
ment, however, between Langland, Wyclif and Chaucer is too 
remarkable to be dismissed."3 
,. 
To other Chaucerian scholars Chaticer's.apparent interest 
in religious issues seems to be merely his mode of expressing 
f 
,, 
-
either anti-clericalism or skepticism. Since the charge of 
be~ng false to their profession may be leveled at four of 
the five churchmen of the Canterbury Tales (the Monk, the 
Prioress, the Friar, and the Pardoner), while only the Parson 
is held up as ideal, Chaucer is assumed to be anti-clerical. 
His questioning of heaven)and hell in the Prologue to the· 
Legend of Good Women (F. 1-16) and Palamon's rebuke of the 
cruel gods in the Knight's Tale (A. 1303-1308) are said to 
.A. 
give indications of his underlying ·skepticism, typical of 
I 
h1,s age. / The force of these charges agains~ Chaucer is 
mitigated by the conclusion that even if the poet did not 
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hold this skepticism of the age, he at least was aware of it. 4 
In considering the charges further, it seems. unjust to accuse 
Chaucer of anti-clericalism when he is never guilty o:f 
L 
affronting the office of any of the clerics mentioned; it 
is the .abuse of the fffice that is highlighted. The poet's 
I -
obvious admiration of his Parson shows him, in at least one 
instance, to be strongly pro-clerical. Neither does 1 t seem.~. 
fair to condemn Chaucer's honest questioning of his beliefs 
in heaven and hell as proof of skepticism. Furthermore, ir 
Palamon's speech is to be a.basis for classifying Chaucer. 
as a skeptic, would not as sound a basis for calling him 
devout be off-ered by Arel te 's declaration thr.t the provisions 
'•,.1 
of God or of Fate are better for men than their own planning 
(A. 1251-1254)? 
In t.h~_opinion of Lounsbury5 also, Chaucer evinces 
:S·kepticism by imply_ing utter disb~lief in certe.in religious 
tenets through the hostility of his late work towerd the 
church. Chaucer is said to be attacking the church by ironical 
... 
insinuation in the su~moner's Tale, for instance, in which 
... ....,.,. 
the be55in5 friar orders a hug~ meal of various delicacies 
and then delivers a .discourse against gluttony and in praise 
of fasting and purity of living. It is pointed out that·the 
poet gives utterance to his critical views on th~ church 
~ through the inferior, unrefined personages of his stories. 
JP'. 
S1n6e these people would be expected ~o express rude sentiments 
..... ~· 
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anyway, Chaucer does not receive any unpleasant attention 
...• , .... 
., 
from the ecclesiastical authorities. In fact, adds Lounsbury, 
devotees of the church might have felt a satisfaction that 
----~, 
the atta .. cks on the church were made by the uneducated and 
}vulgar.6 In defense of Chaucer here, it seems a~reflection 
on a great craf.tsman' s 11 terary skill to imply that he arbi-
trarily assigns_sp~eche~ to contrived characters to disguise 
a hidden motive. Initead, much of the charm of Chaucer's 
personality sketches derive~ from the fact that his colorful 
/1 
characters are always disarmingly natural. Had Chaucer been 
guilty of opposing the tenets of the chur·ch in his v1riting 
there can be little question that the ultrasensitive church 
leaders who led the purge of the Lollards in the late four-
teenth century would h ve banned his works without hesitation. 
On occasion the 01inion his been expressed of Chaucer 
tl12 .. t, while he displays a degree of .interest in religious· 
matters_, he is basically not a devout Christian. In his 
stimulating study of Chaucer's'spiritual temperature Loomis 
has neatly catalogued some of the versions of thi$ allegatio~.7 
He observes that ·while Root finds Chaucer to be awa.re of evil 
,/' 
but only amused thereby, Christopher Dawson, Hadow, and Kuhl 
see him as indifferent. Wells in his Manual suggests that the 
poet 1 s noncommittal on his religious viev1s. Eleanor. -Chilton 
and Aldous Huxley cast him as a detached bystander,· unprotest-
&" 
ing of wrong. These vie,~s are .. opposed convincingly by Loomis' 
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thesis that Chaucer was not a Laodicean inasmuch as he took 
a firm stand on religious issues, particularly in his obvious 
sympathy toward t·he Wyclifi tes. 
-. 
A degree of uncertainty in regard to Cha~cer's spiritual 
status is expressed by Tatlock, 8 who asserts tl1at ~rhile Chaucer 
~ 
may ,11 ell have observed the ordina.11ces of the church, yet the 
absence of ecclesiastical language in his writings raises a 
question as to the depth of his religious fervor. It is 
stressed that Chaucer lived in a period when there was not 
a great distinction betwe,en the sacred and the secular. When 
viewed 25ainst such a background he cannot pr0perly be called 
·a den.ier or a devotee.· This estimate of Che_ucer is echoed 
by Nevill Coghill., who in finding him to be a~ catholic wi,thout 
zeal states: "He '{t1as undoubtedly nourisl1ed as a c2.t:iolic and \ 
there __ is nothing in his work to suggest apostasy, though 
there are moments of a mild agnostic re serve. ,,9 i\l though ·f & 
such ·01.pprai scls do not damo.ge Cha.ucer' s char\s.ctcr, yet to 
see l1im as a lukewarm, nonchalant Christiani~ to remove the 
wholesome sting from_bj_s satire and to c1e.ny tL.c: pr(::sence in 
his 1 . .,.orks of a E,incere spiritual fe1'1vo:t' · \'1l1icl1 has been observed 
by numerous admirers of Chaucer, including F. N. Robinson 
(see pagE 44, below). 
Yet another appraach to the question of Chaucer's lack 
of religious motivation is talren in. Arnold Williams' ·thorough ~ 
study of his ~ttack on the friars. 10 Williams feels that the 
f 
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Friar is one of the few characters in the Canterbury Tales 
with no mitigating virtues. Other clerics are not treated 
35· 
in this manner: the Monk 1s depicted as worldly but unhypo-
critical; the Parson is idealized. At this point the critic 
takes issue with the e~planation that it was largely the 
mendicant orders which had rapidly degenerated and were 
hopelessly corrupt. Netther is he satisfied with the ex-
planation ttat this cleric is merely an unsavory man who hap-
pens to be ·a friar. Instead, Williams takes the position 
that Chaucer's attack on the friars is based on a medieval 
.;, controversy over mendicant orders that had rr:J_ged for the pre-
vious 150 years. The controversy is divided 1nto three 
periodic attacks: the first, initiated in the 1240's by Willi~m 
of St. Amour, a secular clerk and teacher; th·e second pressed 
du:cing the 1350' S. by Ricl1ard Fi tzRalph, ar·chbi sl1op of ... 4.rmagh 
and eminent theologian; and the third, t~ken up in 1380 by 
1iyclif, w110 merely added his own charges to those of vlilliam 
6f St. knour.· Williams demonstrates that Chaucer seems to be 
~ 
following the line of att.Jcl{ of the first t~.·,!o periods of the· 
cont1~oversy and does not appear to take Vlyclif ',s point of 
~ 
view in r111y of his jabs at the friars. ..L\.rnons the r;_ccusations 
against the fri9.rs rnade by v-lilliam of St. Amour --are the 
charges th2t the friars are false apostles in soliciting 
1
·temporal soods and that if they were true a)ostles they would 
not curry the favor of the rich nor accept flattefing titles. -
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Chaucer follows through \vi th his Friar Huberd, who "was the· 
best beggere- in his hous" (A. 252), ignoring the "lazar" 
36 
and· the "poraille" in his dealings "al tfi th riche and selleres 
of vi taille" (A. 248 r. Friar John in turn 1 s obviously being 
coy in his rejection of the title "ma1ster" (D. 2185). Fitz-
Ralph's attack centered on the confessional powers and 
mendicancy of the friars. In like manner, Chaucer's Huberd 
"hctdde power of confessioun .•. moore than a curat" (A. 218-
219) and "was ~n e sy man to yeve :penaunce" ( A. 223). As to 
mendicancy, Hu~)erd 's ability as a beg5ar (cited above) could 
. 
.· easily be demonst~ated bf the fact that he was able to ex-
tract a farthing from even a shoeless v1idow (A. 253-2·5.5). 
Williams further points out that Ch,r~_ucer faithfully r·ollovlS 
the battle lines of William and FitzRalph except in ·the im~ 
plication that f1-.iars "1t1ere loose 2_bout. thelr v:ovt ·of chastity 
(A. 212-213 and D. 880-8·e1). Here Chaucer is s}i:ld ·to ,b.e 
following popular vernacular literature. ·This very exception 3 
' . to the pattern so skillfully pieced together in the article 
tends to invalid&te its conclusion ~hat Chaucer's treatment 
of the friars merely gives "artistic form to the mo st impor_tant 
.., 
cif the charges against the friar§ made by ~illiam .•. and 
by Fi tzRalph." Indeed, Chaucer's cros2in3 over from the 
for·ma.l cle:r~ical charges against the· fri.~1~rs to the charges 
••• 
of th-2 corrw1on people would indicate that he is sin1ply giving 
a frank and indisnant ~1cture of conditions as they really 
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,• 
existed. The striking life-likenes·s o'f the images of Friars 
John and Hllberd cannot be .l?econciled with Williams' insistence·. 1 
' . ~ . ' ' ' 
th&t Chaucer's creation of his fria~i merely indicates his 
conformi{ty to the atti t~de of the secular clergy which "must 
have dominated the thinking of the upper-class, governmental 
circles in which Chaucer moved. ull 
A variation of this concept of Chaucer as a reflector 
of contemporary views finds him t~ be a completely objective 
reporter who records the passing scene in a rather detached 
• 
manner. To those who hold this concept there is no doubt 
. . . 
that Chaucer's is an essentially religious nature, but he 
prefers to stay emotionally aloof fxom the reform issue • 
. 
"He sees the corruption of the Church, and clearly recognizes 
the evil of it; but who is he to set the crooked straight? ••• 
In this spirit b~ kindly tolerance Chaucer looked at the 
' 
world about him. T6 the ardent reformer such an attitude 
as this seems merely b~se and pusillanimous; but in Chaucer 
--~----
1 t springs neither from weakness nor indifference, but from 
auiet conviction. "12 In this instance Chctu·cer is credited .,_ 
with holding morality to be more than a mere aesthetic value 
in art, even to the extent of his being open to the accusation 
of h~vins moral \purposes in his writing. Yet, in t,he words 
of Patch, " •.• ·in his satire and in· his l1umor his spontaneity 
does riot primarily include a desire to rectify or change. 
\mat he sees in life he affirrns. nl3 
., 
~ 
While tl1e degree of 
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~bjecttvity in Chaucer's character sketches may.be debatable, 
'c) . 
' 
on .the other hand, hii choices of subject matter in themselves 
reflect an interest in the reform-issue which cannot easily 
be ignored. Whatever his motivation may.have been in his 
" manner of presenting life as he saw it, he reveals a tremendous 
sense of moral responsibility in ~electing those slices of 
, 
, 
, 
life to which he calls attention. I 
" 
-· 
,I' · Perhaps the full swing from the ima.ge of Chaucer-, the 
... 
r.eformer, v,ras achieved in S. H. Co):' s article, "Chaucer's 
Cheerful Cynicism. 1114 In this discussion the poet is seen 
- \ 
as a man of lightly held convictions whose nearest approach 
to l1eroi s1n 1,1as probabl_y the belief that the 1nev1 tB.ble must 
be accepted. Here is a spineless, shrinking painter of a 
:multiform spectacle of life who lacked darin5 or the nerve 
g to thi1n1r tl1inss through. This lack of moral b:1.cl(hone is 
att~ibuted to the·fact that Chaucer was sold out to aristoc-
. . 
racy and chivalry, having been granted the first of two life 
pensions e.t the age of twe11\'y-seven and remaining dependent 
upon John of Gaunt from 1368 on. As'if th)s were not damag-
lf '· 
ing er1ou£)1 t:) the reputation of the defenseles:_:: ~)oet, he is 
accused of a hypocritical pretense that his orthodoxy was 
sbund. His paying of respec~ to the do5mas of the church 
· ··was clone 1--.~ith a worlldly wink .. while he deeei ved the pious 
"'--~ 
- among his ree .. ders vii th sanctimoniou_,s}·~e:xtracts from Boethius ~·-~~. 
• •• f
1,.:: 
/ ( . 
..... . ' and the fathers. Even his satire on worldly·ecclesiastics ~ 
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. I 
is not to be mistaken for an interest in justice and truth 
that was modified by humor, since such humor was familiar 
in his time. Cox seems almost complimentary in his closing 
_statement after all that has gone bef6re it. He observes 
_,,,,..-.,,,.~, 
,--
tha tit is merely Chaucer's "cheerful cynicism that would 
not break through prized conventions, question traditions 
or laugh at the powerful fraud. 1115 ' And thus a twentieth-
century Chaucer with a flippant, knowing grin appears on 
the scene of literary criticism to replace the dedicated 
reformist of a bygone era. 
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Chapter V \ 
CHAUCER, A ·SiijCERE CONTRIBUTOR TO RELIGIOUS REFORM .... 
Upon comparison of the violently contrasting portraits 
of Chaucer, the __ zee.lous reli-gionist, and Chaucer, the in-
different sl{eptic, one becomes 1n~r1gued v:ith,~,the fa.ct that 
the subject who ·sat for each was the e.ame individual. In ..... __ 
40 · 
s1:illfully direct.ing varying intensities of light c.nq. sh"adow 
t, upon the subject, his portrait artists have been able to re-, 
produce features of nearly opposite characteristics. Perhaps 
the casting of some intermediate colors of the critical 
spectrum u:=ion the elusive poet, when combined ,,1i th th8 ex-
tren1e shc-._des, may help brin5 him into clearer focu~s. 
In order to determine the extent of Chaucer's interest 
.in religiou.s refor=:, tt_.;is esse11tial that his r_elationship >,., 
to the church and his true spiritual posture be und~rstood . 
.c'\.l though numerous observers have given rise to do11bts con-
cerning Chaucer's religious sincerity (see Chapter I~, above), 
there is a sizable group of critics vrho see l1im as a sincere 
Catholic and a man of deep spiritual 1ns15ht. Ten Brink 1· '~ ~- . : . . .. • .. 
corrunents: "He was a faithful son of the churcl1, even though 
he had his own opinions about· many· thin8 2. His ratione.11 stic 
reflections on religious problems hava sometimes a skeptical 
;,, ~ 
J tin5e; but his spiritual needs always led him back again 
to Christian views, and naturally to·the, form of Christianity 
... in which he was brought \lp, viz., the Roman Church. 111 In the 
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judgment of Chute, Chaucer lived in such close relationship 
to the dhurch "the .. t his whole life- was conditioned and con-
trolled ..• by the Holy Catholic Church. From the day of 
' his baptism to the administration of the final rites h~ 
was tn I the hands of the Church. "2 Even among those 11ho have 
discerned anti-clericalism or religious indifference in 
~/ Chaucer's works (see pages 31-33, above) there is the 
acknowledgement that he maintained a vital connection with 
the church. For instance, Tatlock does not doubt that he 
. went to mass on Sundays _and holy days, enjoyed confession 
and communion once a year, and would have wanted·· absolution, I 
J!t 
unction, and thJe via ti cum at death.3 I-:ary Edi th Thomas joins 
with Tatlock and Canon Looten in believing Chaucer~o be 
a good Catholic and concludes her study of Chaucer's in-
volvement in medieval s1ceIJt1cism on this note: "In the last 
analysis, though keenly aware of the injustices in life 
and not deaf to the rationalists' criticism of orthodox 
doctrine, Chaucer placed his faith in Him who would 'falsen 
no \vio:ht.1 " 4 In similar fasl1ion Root observes this Christian \.._., 
f idel~ ty in Chaucer in the statement: "But th,1t he was and 
remained, in his belief and hopes, in all essentials a 
'· . Christian and a loyal Catholic, there is no reason to deny 
• 
and no adeauate reason to doubt."5 
..I. 
t. 
The foregoing comments 
.... by respected Ch~ucer students,- together with a careful read-
ing of his worl{s, give considerable validity to the claim 
·, 
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\ 
that he was a sincere Catholic. It follows that his very 
sincerity implies more than a passing interest in the con-
ditions existent in the church at this time. Th2t his 
interest in church matters was indeed considerable is 
apparent from the abundance of his references to ecclesi-
astical persons, practices, or doctrines. 01' the twenty-
four com1Jlete or fragmentary tales of the C2..nterlbu1"ly Tales, 
ten c.re told b~y individuals who are co11nected 1·ri th the 
wss a focal point of medieval life, fo1~ a r1an of "'" , LJ{18 
such as Chaucer to draw unon this source ~o frequently in 
lieu of other familiar aspects of contempor~ry life suggests 
hisAconcern for the state of the church . 
.. 
A carGful stud.y of Chauce:-:· 's 1'lo1~~(s reveals a spiritual 
, 
insight and religious aptitude that goes beyond a mere formal 
: • i 
adherence to the acee1Jted tenets Elnd. nrc~ctices of the chu-,--ch. 
~ ~ 
This cuality of spiritual a~~reness, which certainly implies. 
~a sensitivity to the reli~ious frQudulency of the period, 
is prevalent in wany of the poet's vll'i tings [:nd eE,peciallJ' 
In the M2n o~ Law's Tale his de-
f -
parture fr'orn hi~) ::ou1 ... ce, Tr·ivct, consists of r.uch ad,~:itions 
-
as a len5thy pnesage based on scripture concerning divine 
providence (B1 • 470-476, 484-490). Throu5hout the story 
the "wyl of Crist II and the direct inter~~of God are \ 
interposed to- show the supernatural influence upon the 
..• 
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,'h:~ ..... ,. 
life of~a servant of the Almighty (Bl. 511, 523,.~538, etc.). 
This high respect for the supernQtural is indicated again 
in the telling of the Prioress' t: Tale, i.rhich bears not a 
trace of satire where it might be expected. Something 
of the depth of Chaucer's religious faith may be felt in 
the Invocacio ad 1v1ariarn of tl1e· Second ~un~~ Prologue, 
which Chaucer personaJ:ized i\rith his lines: ".And though 
thc.t I, un\Iorthy son of Eve / Be synful, yet accep·~e my 
bileve" (G, 62-63). One rommentator has been moved to make 
this observation on the passage: "The magnificent p.tayer--one 
of the noblest and most beautiful passages ·of devotional 
poetry in our tongue--was ChaU~er 's o}n1. rr6 The Po.rson' s 
Tale, with its straightforward sermon on penitence and its 
tre2tise on the Seven Deadly Sins could not present the 
orthodox viewp·oint in a more sincere mctnncr. Fo,llowing 
in close step with sincere orthodoxy is the contrite re-
. .. \ . ., 
pent~nce of the Retractions, which provides the closing of 
t:ie Cunterbury pil5ri1nc_ge vri th a dramatic su1'ge of religious 
.) fervor. 
Along vrith these· sam:plings of the poet's spiritual 
' 
. 
posture, two comments by the eminent Chaucerian, F. N,. -, 
Robinson, seem apropos. Of the Second Nun's Tale he re-
--- ---
fleets: '' ••. and ·the truly reverent spirit of the narrative--
which was not dramatically composed for the Nun--should be 
taken into account by those critics who think of Chaucer 
.. 
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• 
.;::, 
as out of sympathy with the religion of his age. 117 Again, 
in r~1erenoe to Chaucer's closing comment in the Troilus, 
he states: "It is a Christian counsel to fix the heart upon 
the unfailing love of God.· The earnestness of the appeal 
and the elevation of.its mood leave no doubt of Cha1icer's 
. Q 
essentially religious spirit."u In view of the ebove 
affirmations that Chaucer took his rel1g1on1ser1ously, it 
would seem highly doubtful that he held only a light regard 
for the abuses in religion that surrounded him. 
Perhaps Chaucer is even demonstrating a spirit of re-
form in the presentation of his men of the church in stark 
black-and-white. What could have provoked heartier disgust 
for the brazen hypocrisy of the P&rdoner than to place him 
in the Canterbury pilgrimage to be compared with the de-
voutly pure Pa.rson? So .clearly have degrees of sin been 
discernible in Chaucer's clerics that critics have been able 
to rank these men on a sc&le of impiousness. Garland Ethel 
in his ri.rticle, "Cha11cer"s 1Norste Shrewe: the Pardoner, u9 
finds support from I{ittredge, Lov1es, and Tv:rilone in apprais-
ing t~e P~rdoner as the most depraved of the clergymen. 
' ( The Friar is next in. this curlo1:1s ranl(in5 for his pf'acticing 
of sins· on others. Better th9..n the Friar is the Monk whose 
'" 
~ pride and gluttony result' generally in self~injury. Of·~ 
course, the P2rson st~nds alone as the only man of the cloth 
' who is fit to exhort against the sins of the others. It is 
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ti 
tn this daring, forthright style 1n depicting the religious 
that Chauber's method 1s ·remarkably .similar to that of 
advocates of reform like Wyclif, Savanarola, and Fo_xe. 
\ 
To suggest th~t Chaucer on occasion manifests some of 
. ' >- . the characteristics of a religious reformer is not to suggest 
" 
. 
that he was a true Prote~tant or even a religious radical. 
That ~is was a conservative approach to reform in the.church 
-
, \ ) 
is evident in his relationship to Wyclif (see Chapter II, 
above), for even this supposed "heretic" was a pillar of 
conservatism. In Chaucer's obvious sympathy with the re-
former he is actually embracing orthodoxy according to 
Owst's analysis of Wyclif's preaching, in which he reports 
that "it is amazing to reckon up the number of minor doc-
trines and ideas supposed to be characteristic of \iyclif ••• 
which are nothing more nor less than pulpit commonplaces 
of the orthodox. ulO Chaucer's careful avoidin~ of those ..__.. 
1s,ues on which vlyclif vvas at variance with the church 
~ 
places him safely in the conservative camp. It is interest-
ing to note tr1at throughout the Pa1~so11' s Tale, from which 
. \ 
···much of Chs.ucer 's Wyclifi te lee.nine; ,~a11 be traced, St. Augus-
tine is moet often cited of the authoritative church f, 
fa.thers. It 1.·.ra's St. Augustine who was invarie_bly cited 
by Luther and by other reformers to su:r:port a ccn2-ervative 
position. 
I 
'Not only does Chaucer's favorable attitude toward 
./· 
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. . Wyclif offer proof of the poet's conservative ten¢1.encies, 
but it also reflects the effect of the English political 
situation on his stan·d against the church's power. While 
Wyclif was undoubtedly impelled in part by political commit-
ments in championing the state over the church (see page 
16, above), Chaucer was bound by a much stronger obligation 
to take the pert of his government. He was employed through 
most of his life by the crown and recetve9- patronage from 
that strong figure of state, John of Gaunt. It has been 
suggested by Eaxfield that Chaucer's guidinf purpose in 
.. ., 
attacking the clergy is to·avoid offendin3 Gaunt. Thus, 
the satire ag2inst the friars and pardoners and the humor 
pointed at the regular clergy were conceived so as to be 
acceptable to Gaunt since friars and ps.rdoners \·:ere often 
foreign appointees. On the other hand, a secul2r of the 
type of th~ Person would probably be Enzlish; so he is 
· 11 favorably depicted. Without question, Chaucer, an in-
telligent man of the court, would be influenced to a degree 
by political realities, but his use of satire and uncompli-
ment~ry humor does not follow clear political lines. For 
exam1)le, 111 s vrorldly I-lank and affected Priores 3 are as 
English af the Parson, but they do not receive the fl~tter-
.,• 
ing treatment of tl1e good man of religion. I-tad ·chalicer 
been pursu1n5 only political t~terests in the character-. 
izations 1n the Canterbury Tales, the ~~owma~ of the General 
•. \. .. 
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.. 
Prologue {see page 17, above) would not 1ave been praised 
·-
as an ideal Christian (A. 529-541) in vie~1 of the Peasants' 
l 
~" 
Revolt of 1381, which was directed against Chaucer's social 
peers. "\f 
As a wl1ole, the indications that Cha .. ucer was a sincere 
conservative endowed with a measure of spiritual sensi-
ti vi t: 7 , yet bound to an age rife ,,vi th SIJi.ri tual ineon-
si st0nc ie s, lead one to the conviction that the 1Joet's 
bold assaults on the clergy reflect his desire to see ecclesi-
/astical abuses corrected. Unquestionably, poli tica.l 
pressures and literary art act as influences on Chaucer's 
portrayals of the religious in the Canterbury Tales, but. 
in combination with these forces is a compelling drive to 
expose and lay open the festering sores of t~e church, so 
that the healing process may be5in. Even in ca§es where the 
need for corrective action is not so evident as in other 
instances, the probing knife of satire goes about its quiet 
., 
·Work. Since there is little conclusive evidence that Chaucer 
) is attacking specific individuals in the church, perhaps 
a brief consideration of some of the abuses at which-he 
seems to . be striking w111 · ind.ica·te areas where a need for 
reform is implied~ 
Without ~uestion the Prioress receives gentler treat-
r--..._ 
ment than any 6f those connected with the church who are 
., 
exposed to the edge of Chaucer's satire. In the desJription 
......... 
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r 
given her in the General Prolog4e (A. 118-162) nothing 
derogatory appears concerning her gentle demeanor, her sing-
ing of divine service, or even her ridiculously perfect 
;r 
table manners. Yet there seems to be a strained pretentious-
; 
ness implied in the. impression the Prioress endeavors to make 
in the lines: 
And peyne~ [italics min~ hire to countrefete cheere Of court, and to been estatlich of manere, P..nd to ben holden digne of reverence ( A. 139~·141) • 
. 
Since each of the infinitive phrases is related to the verb • 
peyne·d, the meaning 1 s that the Prioress by constant, con-
,, 
scious effort imitated the behavior of the courl.~-car~ed 
herself with dignity, and was considered to be worthy of 
reverence. However, in spite of her efforts there are in-
dications that her consecratlon has been on her o,m terms. 
. t 
Contrary to chur·ch regulations were the well-fed "smale 
houndes," the gaudy "peire of bedes," and the shiny "b11 ooch 
o.-f goldu ,vith its questionable motto: "Amor' vincit omnia." 
.Although Sister l~deleva earnestly endeavors to justify each 
of these inconsistencies of the Prioress (in the light 
of present-day Catholic practice), ·even t8 the extent of 
declaring the brooch to be a l1oly medal, 1 2 t11i s does nbt 
belie the f 2.ct -thut the above-mentioned 1)0 s r: essions were ' ~ 
~ 
expressly frowned upon by the fourteenth-century church in 
various-visitatio~s and injunctions.13 'Cl Surely Chaucer would 
not have calle& attention to these items with no purpose in 
:; 
·, 
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mind. In the descriptive line: "But sikerly she hadde a . 
fair forheed" (.~. 154) not only is the lady's ~beauty be.ing 
pointed out, ~ut Chaucer's audience is reminded that the 
naked forehead of this religious should not have been 
visible in such worldly f~shion. There lurks also the 
possibility of further irony in the fact, suggested by 
Schoeck, that the Prioress could evince an urtusual tender-
ness of feeling toward a mouse or one of her dogs (A. 143-
150) and yet be capable of expressing a fierce bigotry to-
-ward the ~~ws in the tale she relates: a bigotry specifically 
condemned by several popes. 14 < 
While Chaucer may· be subtle in·his exposur~ of preten-
tiousness and bigotry in the Prioress, he is almost blunt 
in revealing tlre self-indulgence and worldliness of the Mon}~. 
This "lord- ful fat," in defiance of his vov1s of poverty, 
.,., 
maintained a st :J.ble filled with "ful manJr a deyntee hor-s" 
- and dressed immaculately in ga1,..ments trimmed with "grys, and 
that the fyneste of a lond," to say nothing of his e):pensive 
"bootes souple. " vli th this splendid description appears 
a note of clever significance in Chaucer's comp~rison of 
sounds in the account of the 1:il1on:r' s r'lidin;,:: 
........ 
.And whan he rood, men myghte his brydel heere Gynglen in a whlstiynge wynd als fleere 
.And eel{ as loude as dooth the chapel belle (A. 169-171). 
' Indeed, the implication may be that the clamor of world-
line~s in· the cloister was becoming as ldud as the call to 
./· 
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devotion. Al though there appears to be merit, in Beichner' s 
contention that the Monk's ffeedom from normal monastic 
discipline may be explained by his beine; an outrider, "the 
organization man" of the cloister, the author concludes that 
the T,ionk "has succumbed to the occupational disease of those 
religious who deal with the worldly--worldliness •• , , 1115 
Th2_t the l-Ionlt' s cli se2se has been complicated by self-indul-
gence is indicated by his disdain for v1orl~ and his "lust" 
',, 
for "prikying and huntying for the hare. " As if to empha-
size his lack of appetite for spiritual things, the passage 
describing him ends on this note: "A fat svre.n loved he 
\ 
best of any 1/")oost" (A. 206). 
0 
Chaucer's references to friars seem to 3ive evidence 
of feelings on the poet's part that go deeper than a mere 
' desire to report contemporary charges again~t the mendi-
cant arm of the church. There seems rather t~ be a con-
" 
scious effort to reveal the hi:hly mercenary appro~ch to 
the spreadins of the go s-pel, the light-hearted raL-;cali ty of 
cl63r:c .. ; "\.:;:ose motives stand in questio11. Fria·r Huberd not 
only v12.s nan es~y man to yeve penaunce," 'but especially so 
11 ther as he v1iste to hc:.ve a 500d pi te.unce" (l:... 223-224). 
·-
Each, ~i.S)., of relic;ious service performed by l1inJ c-t"lJears to 
q 
be rn9as·L11·~·.b·le in u1onetar·v v&lues. In the lu.dicrous tale 
- u 
• 
of Friar J\~n, the emphasi~ seems to be on thi par~si!ic 
,, ' 
. . 
nature of e.r1 or··:ler1 of e e c le si as ti o s v-.rh i c:h · C\.T f 2.i th· or 
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foresight emplo·yed a. "sturdy hEtrlot" wbo "bar-a sak / And· 
J 
what men yaf hem, leyde it on his bak" (D. 1755-1756) • 
./ 
Amusingly, as each gift was tendered, the donor's name was 
' 
gravely inscribed on an ivory tablet to indicate that special 
"· 
prayer would be made later for those so enrolled. Then with-
out compunction, once out of· sight the good friars planed 
l 
th~' narJe s av12.'J. Such a cheap betrayal of fe.i th seems 
'\) . 
properly rewarded by the embittered Thomas' elusive contri-
bution. The delightfully ironic suggestion of~the lord's 
squire for dividing the gift seems to imply that Chaucer, 
for one, is prepar~d to place a commensurately lisht eval-
uation on the light attitude of the mendicant orders toward 
suiritual mctters. 
... 
I 
.,, The hareh tre2tment of the Summoner may indicate, as 
Haselmayer deduces, that Chaucer is attackins a particular 
~ officer of the church. 16 However, the uninhibited frater-
.. 
' ~ 
nizine; \,;1th the Devil of the Etnonymous surumoner of the 
;, 
Friar's. ·J:ale seems to imply that Chaucer is 2.52.in striking 
at the abus~ more than the abuser. In this instance graft, 
perpetr2ted a5ainst a background of immorality, is evident 
• 
fro!TI the nc1.tur·e of the sunlilloner's position it,self (see page 
4, above). 
I 
The summoner, Q~ a~p~ritor, given the power .t~ 
. ' . 
\ serve summons for ecclesiastical court:,s, vras permitted no 
regular salary, but largely depended upori commissions for 
his income~ Thus, the ·stage is set for the summoner of.the 
.. 
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Friar's Tale to work in collusion with the prostitutes of 
the town to t·l.aclcmail their paramours (D, 1355-1362) and to 
l{now "of briberyes mo / than possible 1 s to tel le in yeres .. 
two" (D. 1367-1368). In the de script ion of the Summoner 
·, 
of the pilgrimage (A. 623-668) it is suggested that these 
officers, along 1111 th stooping to make mone.tary gain from 
; the immoral practices of pthers, might themselves be found 
a 
'\• 
/ 
guilty of drunkenness and lewdness on occasion. Inter-
spersed 1111 th these charges are the details of the Summoner's 
loathsome appearance, as though Chaucer is of the opinion 
that the man's loose living is doing tremendous physical • 
damage to him. Perhaps here the poet is in a larger sense 
expressing ,an awareness that the constant abuse of the office 
o•f summoner ,ias at this very ti.me bringing about its self~ 
,,, 
.. 
destruction. Indeed, the office ceased to exist altogether 
soon after Chaucer's day. 
The Summoner's comrade, the Pardoner, presents a stil.l 
·more wretched picture. Here is a man with a physical de-
, 
~· formity, who for vengeance vents his hellish pride in 
knowingly deceiving a gullible publ\.c by religious fraud-
ulency. This churchman with the seared conscience even has 
the audacity to reveal the falsity of his relics to the 
.. 
Canterbury travelers (C. 347-351), only to conclude·-his tal:e 
with this astonishing invitation~. 
Com forth anon, and kneleth heere adoun, 
And mekely receyveth my pardoun; 
Or elles taketh pardoun as ye ,vende (C. 925-927)·. 
' Jt 
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It has been suggested by Mi.ller tha_t the Pardoner's deformity, 
the eunuchry indicated in his.physical description, may be 
the Irey to the spiri tue ..l mystery that Chaucer is probing 
into here. If so, the Pardoner emerges as a spiritual 
eunuch in the sense that he typifies the unpardonable cleric 
who, though fully aware of the value of good works, delib-
erately refuses to brin~ forth sons into the kingdom of 
~· 
heaven. 17 Even if such an allegory were not specifically in-
tended by Chaucer. 
I 
it seems obvious that through ~is por-
trayal of the Pardoner he is in open combat with clerical 
professionalism of the basest sort: that which can barter 
religious function for filthy lucre and gain satisfaction 
from the hypocrisy of the act. 
In evaluating Chaucer's satirical attacks o.n the abuses 
of the clergy, it is nearly impossible to measure his con-
tribution to the struggle for church reform. Even i~he 
.. idealizing of the Parson Chaucer has been found to be adding 
to the already considerable bulk of his corrective satire: 
.. 
"Abov-~ all, the v11:i.age Pa.rson, whose noble personality is 
made up of negations or abstentions: he did not ex.9ommunicate 
~ those who refused to pay him their tithe; nothin5 could 
/ 
prevenvh-i-mfrom visiting his poorest parishioners; he did 
not do himself what he forbade others to do; he did not 
forsake his flock to go to London, an~ so forth. In these 
praises given to one man are co~tained reproaches for 
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1) 
hundreds of others. nlB Al though the sins of the clergy were 
common subject matter for writers of the fourteenth century, 
Chaucer's needle-sharp satirical wit cleanly separates his 
work from the blunt assaults of his contemporaries. An apt 
comparison has been drawn by H. s. Bennett: "If we read 
any of Langl~nd's vehement outbursts against the friars, 
and then turn to such a pas~age as the opening lines of the 
\ 
Wife of Ba.th' s Tale, we cannot fail to not·e how the urbane 
--- -
ironic thrusts of Chaucer are more deadly than the blows 
of Langland, despite the hurly-burly of words which accompany 
the latter's efforts."19 Undoubtedly, it is this artistic 
. " 
keenness of his thrusts that rendered them surprisingly 
painless to bishops who could consid.er his work as "jests 
J 
and toys" (see page 24, aboi}e). Yet, to pursue a true 
Chaucerian irony, the very sharpness which made the satire 
'agreeable to the careless cleric changed the poet's pen to 
a death-dealing reformer's swotd. This is not to say that 
the poet consciously enl~sted in the army of the Reformation 
in the manner of Wyclif, Huss, or Luther. Instead, his 
honest desire for a return to purity in the- c}~urch combined 
. 
with his skill as a satirist to produce a capable free-lance 
fighter for religious reform. Perhaps his effectiveness 
f 
afield in the battle against ecclesiastical corruption is 
~ 
best summed up in this observation by Lounsbury: "But while 
' . 
the doctrine of ·wycliffe went out _in fire and blood, the 
' . 
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slow and sapping irony of the Canterbury Tales worked con-
,, 
i: 
I 
tinuously unheeded and unchecked, and often, indeed, cherish-
ed by the very men 1 t destroyed. n20 
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